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Film: Pitbull - Exodus
Director: Patryk Vega
Stars: Przemyslaw Bluszcz, Tomasz Dedek, Andrzej Grabowski
Genre: Drama
Run time: 1hr 52min
Rated: TBC
Pitbull - Exodus

'Pitbull - Exodus' is a new Polish crime thriller showing some violent gang wars in
Eastern Europe. The film begins with the backstory of Nos and how he got into the
criminal underworld and became an expert bomb maker, which brought him to the
attention of the Pershing gang, the worst gang in Poland. His explosive talents are
much admired and are put to good use in the waging gang wars but when he blows
up a bomb disposal worker he attracts the attention of Warsaw PD Gebels and they
become locked in a vengeful battle.
We then jump forward in time to what feels like a completely different film (largely
because Gebels has taken off his wig and his moustache) to a group of polytechnic
students who have decided that the only way to make money is to steal it, so using
their nerdy computer skills they begin a robbing spree of rich households. As each
robbery gets them into more and more trouble their luck totally runs out when they
end up robbing the wrong house with the wrong occupant, Nos, reigniting the old
rivalry between Nos and Gebels. The result is some extremely violent tit-for-tat
shootings, kidnappings and torture.
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As can be deduced from the title, Exodus, there is a religious element which feeds
the script and brings a biblical reference to the story and is a guide for Gebels' not so
moral compass.
Written and directed by Patrick Vega the script is totally over the top but is full of
likeable genre touches like when Nos introduces himself to his lovely looking date
telling her about himself, the bombs he makes, the people he's kidnapped and the
'top notch amphetamine' he produces. The acting is far from flawless but what it
lacks in Oscar credentials it makes up for with some authentic Eastern European
accents, menacing looking thugs and plenty of TNT.
Similar films:
Leon (1994): Dir: Luc Besson; Stars: Jean Reno, Natalie Portman
Gangs of New York (2002): Dir: Martin Scorsese; Stars: Leonardo DiCaprio
Exercises:
A. Questions True or False:
1. The film begins with how Nos got into crime? T/F?
2. Nos is not very skilled at bomb making? T/F?
3. He has been able to avoid being detected by the police? T/F?
4. Gebels has been wearing a moustache and wig? T/F?
5. The students’ house robberies have been going well? T/F?
6. It is a really believable script? T/F?
B. Vocabulary / Phrases Match
1. backstory
2. waging
3. vengeful
4. nerdy
5. reigniting
6. rivalry
7. tit-for-tat
8. over the top
9. flawless
10. thugs

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

starting again
hooligans
perfect
organising
in response to
geeky
competition
life history
desire to punish
exaggerated

C. Discussion Questions:
1. What can you see in the picture?
2. Why do people like to join gangs?
3. Do you think stealing is ever justified?
4. What is a good introduction on a first date?
5. Have you ever done anything totally over the top?
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D. Pronunciation & Listening Exercise:
a. Listen & practise your pronunciation (see webpage for download links).
1. The film begins with the backstory of Nos and how he got into the criminal
underworld.
2. We then jump forward in time to what feels like a completely different film.
3. Written and directed by Patrick Vega the script is totally over the top.
b. Listen to the text and fill the missing gaps (see text below).
(see webpage for download links).
E. Writing tasks:
1. Write an essay on why there are gang wars and how they should be stopped.

Answers:
A. True or False Questions:
1. T 2. F 3. F 4. T 5. F 6. F
B. Vocabulary Definitions:
1h, 2d, 3i, 4f, 5a, 6g, 7e, 8j, 9c, 10b
C. Listening Gap Fill
1. Eastern Europe 2. moustache 3. house 4. compass 5. amphetamine
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Listening Gap Fill
'Pitbull - Exodus'
'Pitbull - Exodus' is a new Polish crime thriller showing some violent gang wars
in1._____ _____. The film begins with the backstory of Nos and how he got into the
criminal underworld and became an expert bomb maker, which brought him to the
attention of the Pershing gang, the worst gang in Poland. His explosive talents are
much admired and are put to good use in the waging gang wars but when he blows
up a bomb disposal worker he attracts the attention of Warsaw PD Gebels and they
become locked in a vengeful battle.
We then jump forward in time to what feels like a completely different film (largely
because Gebels has taken off his wig and his 2.__________) to a group of
polytechnic students who have decided that the only way to make money is to steal
it, so using their nerdy computer skills they begin a robbing spree of rich households.
As each robbery gets them into more and more trouble their luck totally runs out
when they end up robbing the wrong 3.__________ with the wrong occupant, Nos,
reigniting the old rivalry between Nos and Gebels. The result is some extremely
violent tit-for-tat shootings, kidnappings and torture.
As can be deduced from the title, Exodus, there is a religious element which feeds
the script and brings a biblical reference to the story and is a guide for Gebels' not so
moral4.___________ .
Written and directed by Patrick Vega the script is totally over the top but is full of
likeable genre touches like when Nos introduces himself to his lovely looking date
telling her about himself, the bombs he makes, the people he's kidnapped and the
'top notch 5.__________’ he produces. The acting is far from flawless but what it
lacks in Oscar credentials it makes up for with some authentic Eastern European
accents, menacing looking thugs and plenty of TNT.
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